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Amsterdam Dance Event presents: RESONATE 

A short doc on the perception of electronic music 

 

The Amsterdam Dance Event (ADE), the world's biggest club festival and conference 

for electronic music, launches a unique short documentary that reflects on today's 

global electronic music movement together with inspirational artists and leading music 

professionals. 

 

Based on five themes, the documentary takes the audience on a short journey exploring the 

creation, innovation, collaboration, consumption and celebration of electronic music with the ADE 

as a backdrop. What inspires and drives artists, producers and audience? Where does this joint 

passion come from? What innovations and collaborations do they see in gear, software, show 

elements, visuals and sound techniques? How has the consumption of music in general changed 

over the past two decades? 

 

Together with leading producers such as Joris Voorn, KiNK, Armin van Buuren, Richie Hawtin, 

Seth Troxler, Don Diablo, Dave Clarke, Tommie Sunshine, innovators Dave Smith, Matthew 

Adell, Shailendra Singh, Chris Howe and many others RESONATE dives into the world of 

electronic music. 

 

RESONATE is out now and can be watched at: www.amsterdam-dance-event.nl/resonate 

 

About the ADE 

Over the last 20 years ADE has become the leading platform for the international dance scene. It 

is the place 'par excellence' to identify the latest business practices and the freshest musical 

trends, ranging from emerging talents through to the most recent work of electronic music's 

pioneers and superstars. 

 

For more information about ADE: www.a-d-e.nl 

 

The Amsterdam Dance Event took place this year from the 14th to the 18th of October and is 

organised by the Stichting Amsterdam Dance Event, an initiative of Buma. Official Partners of 

ADE: KPN and Samsung 
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